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Demand & Supply Planning Ιntern  
 
Join L’Oréal, the world's #1 beauty company present in over 150 markets. For over 100 years, we’ve been 
transforming, fueled by data, tech, innovation, and science. Together, we solve complex challenges at scale, 
while staying true to our commitments to society and the planet.   
This could be the beginning of an unbelievable journey. Career possibilities are endless – and YOU are in the 
driving seat.    
 
Are you interested in:  

 supply chain and distribution management? 
 supply and demand planning? 
 data analysis and forecasting? 

 
Check out this amazing internship opportunity to kick-start your career! 
 
The Role 
 
The Supply Chain Intern is responsible for assisting with business goals to strategically source goods and 
services, minimize inventory, streamline order fulfillment, and reduce costs as we deliver products that 
meet our customers’ price. In addition, the intern is given the opportunity to apply skills and gain an 
understanding of the organization through various intern events. 
 
You will  

 Build the Supply plan of the entity based on the validated sales forecasts, the co-packing plan and 
the stocks 

 Weekly liaison with our factories for order management & shipment 
 Maintain the stock availability within set targets 
 Lead the daily order portfolio process with Customer Care, Credit and Warehouse teams 
 Manage the division’s subcontracting process 
 Monthly reporting for our internal and European Management Committee 
 Manage the sales forecasts quality 
 Manage the monthly sales forecast process 
 Build the baseline forecast 
 Challenge and consolidate the promotions and launches sales forecasts projected by the Sales and 

Marketing teams 
 
You are  

 An Engineer, eligible for internship  
 A team player with great communication skills (both in Greek & English) 
 Skilled with MS Excel, experience in SAP is a plus but not mandatory 
 Analytical and have a proactive approach 
 Open-minded, and motivated to learn 
 Able to organize and prioritize, while working under tight deadlines 

 
 
Do you think you are the profile that we are looking for?  APPLY NOW! 
 


